Congresses & Events at International Green Week
Opening tour of the International Green Week 2019
Category
Press dates

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
08:00

Location
Hall 10.2

Contact: Wolfgang Rogall, tel.: +49 (0) 30/ 3038 2218, e-mail: rogall@messe-berlin.de

5th Federal Show Sports Ponys
Category
Public Event

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 15:00

Location
Hall 25

Round about 160 stallions are competing at the 5th Federal Stallion Show on the International Green Week 2019.
The show of the sports ponys takes place from January 18th to 20th. Four- to twelve-year old stallions from the breeds German Riding Pony, New
Forest Pony, Connemara Pony and Welsh Pony of the selection A, B and C as well as Welsh Cob are participating. From January 21st to 22nd the
stage is free for four- to twelve-year-old stallions from the breeds Shetland Pony, German Part-Bred Shetland Pony, German Classic Pony, Dartmoor
Pony, Dülmener, Fell Pony, Highland Pony and Mérens. Participating stallions must be registrated in the relevant stud book of a breeding association.
You can find detailed information about horse breeding at the stand of the German Equestrian Union in hall 25.
Organiser: German Equestrian Union, Federal Association for Equestrian Sport and Horse Breeding

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Daily changing animal shows.

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
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this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

GFFA 2019 - Global Forum for Food and Agriculture
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
CityCube Berlin

The 11th Global Forum for Food and Agriculture (GFFA) will be held in Berlin from 17th to 19-th January 2019 on the subject "Agriculture Goes Digital
– Smart Solutions for Future Farming”.
The Global Forum for Food and Agriculture (GFFA) is an international conference that focuses on central questions concerning the future of the global
agri-food industry. It gives representatives from the worlds of politics, business, science and civil society an opportunity to share ideas and enhance
understanding on a selected topic of current agricultural policy.
Sign up at: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/
Organiser: Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture

Events
09:00 - 16:00
Future Forum GFFA 2019
The Future Forum is a new GFFA format and, combining a contemporary exhibition area and an open stage, it is meant to offer a lively space for
an interactive exchange between established and new stakeholders within the GFFA 2019. The multimedia presentation of start-ups showcasing
their innovative and practice-oriented ideas of the agri-food sector plays a central role in this context.
Emerging start-ups have the opportunity to provide information on their digital products and services, to exchange experience and to establish new
contacts with potential partners and investors.
At the same time, international GFFA visitors are provided with new ideas and information on concrete projects or digital solutions concepts for
various challenging areas of agricultural practice at home and abroad by engaging in talks with diverse players and sharing their brief
presentations on an open stage.
For more information please see: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/future-forum-gffa-2019/
Organiser: Federal Ministry for Food and Agriculture
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09:00 - 16:00
Innovation Market GFFA 2019
The former Cooperation Market is now being developed into the Innovation Market. It is our objective to increase communication and make the
market more attractive by providing new participants, in particular start-ups with the opportunity to present their projects, developments and ideas
on this year’s theme of “Agriculture Goes Digital – Smart Solutions for Future Farming”. The Innovation Market is a platform for new concepts,
practical examples and pioneering solutions.
As usual, around 30 associations, companies, executing agencies, universities and BMEL divisions will be present to provide an insight into their
activities in the agri-food sector, develop existing relationships and establish new contacts.
For more information please see: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/innovationsboerse/
Organiser: Federal Ministry for Food and Agriculture

10:30 - 11:45
GFFA 2019 Expert Panel Discussions: 3rd session
The expert panel discussions provided an informative platform to illustrate the different perspectives and exchange views with an interested expert
audience.
Going digital against the drought. New technologies and challenges in their implementation
Organiser: German Agribusiness Alliance at German Eastern Business Association, Leibniz Institute of Agricultural Development in Transition
Economies (IAMO), German-Sino Agricultural Center
Digital technologies for agri-food chains: High potential – critical gaps
Organiser: Leibniz Research Alliance “Sustainable Food Production and Healthy Nutrition”, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development OECD
Digitalization: Utopia or dystopia? The end of the resource crisis or unlimited corporate power over our food?
Organiser: INKOTA-network, Bread for the World, Forum on Environment and Development
Digitalization and Finance: Creating Opportunities for African Farmers
Organiser: German African Business Association, German Agribusiness Alliance
What is cooking: Re-thinking farm and food policy in the digital age
Organiser: The World Bank Group
For more information please see: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/gffa-2019-fachpodien/
Organiser: Federal Ministry for Food and Agriculture

12:15 - 15:15
GFFA 2019 High Level Panels
The two high-ranking High Level Panels featuring international experts give international organisations the opportunity to present their work on the
GFFA theme of “Agriculture Goes Digital – Smart Solutions for Future Farming” to up to 500 guests and to discuss possible solutions and
challenges. For the GFFA 2019, the European Commission and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) were chosen
as hosts by the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture. The international organisations will present the findings of the discussions at the
Conference of Agriculture Ministers on 19 January 2019.
For more information please see: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/programmuebersicht-gffa-2019/high-level-panels-2019/
Organiser: Federal Ministry for Food and Agriculture

14:00 - 15:15
"Think Loud!" GFFA 2019 Science Slam
During the 11th GFFA, a “Science Slam” will be organised for the first time thus linking the GFFA on “Agriculture Goes Digital – Smart Solutions for
Future Farming” with the BMEL Special Show at the International Green Week 2019.
Following a short welcome and introduction by a facilitator, a maximum of five slam presentations related to the GFFA focus issue of “digitisation”
of no more than 10 minutes each will be presented on the BMEL stage by various scientists from BMEL departmental research facilities and
relevant universities at this entertaining event. The audience in the BMEL exhibition hall 23a will be the jury and will decide who the winner is to be
awarded a special BMEL prize.
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A science slam is a scientific talk competition where scientists present their research work within a given time frame (usually 10 minutes) to a
mixed audience. The focus is on communicating scientific concepts to a non-expert audience. The presentations are evaluated by the audience
(e.g. via score boards). Apart from the scientific contents, the comprehensibility and the entertainment value are also rated. Because of its
innovative combination of scientific technical presentation, sporty competitive nature and entertainment features, the science slam is a hybrid
format of scientific communication.
For more information please see: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/science-slam-2019/
Organiser: Federal Ministry for Food and Agriculture

16:00 - 17:15
GFFA 2019 Expert Panel Discussions: 4th session
Blue skies for green farms: a 21st century research agenda
Organiser: Global Research Alliance on Agricultural Greenhouse Gases
Digital Agriculture: Challenges and Opportunities for Farmers towards more Sustainable Food Systems
Organiser: Swiss Federal Office for Agriculture, Federal Office for Agriculture (FOAG)
Technology, Tracking, and Traceability in Animal Health: How digitization improves our ability to protect against disease, advance wellbeing of farm animals and support livestock production
Organiser: HealthforAnimals – Global Animal Medicines Association, German Animal Health Industry Association (BfT), AnimalhealthEurope –
European Animal Health Industry Association
Big Data for Smallholder Agriculture Transformation
Organiser: The Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA), The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
(FAO)
From digital farms to digital consumers – Digital transformation in the global agri and food business
Organiser: GFFA e.V.
For more information please see: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/gffa-2019-fachpodien/
Organiser: Federal Agency for Food and Agriculture

16:30 - 18:00
GFFA 2019 EU Africa Alliance in Agriculture - the way forward
Relations with Africa have gained a high profile on the EU external action agenda. The outcome of the 5th Africa-EU Summit in November 2017,
and the joint declaration that will guide our cooperation till 2020, acknowledged that cooperation in agriculture will be crucial for a sustainable
future.
The European Union is engaging with Africa beyond “business as usual”, re-thinking the traditional development cooperation model to complement
EU development assistance and trade relations with a stronger focus on ‘investments and policy dialogue’.
The European Commission Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural Development in cooperation with the Directorate-General for
Development Cooperation set up a Task Force Rural Africa (‘TFRA’) in spring 2018. The TFRA consists of 11 members with high-level expertise
and experience in agriculture and rural development in Africa and in Europe.
This group of experts has been asked to provide expertise, advice and recommendations in relation to strengthening the EU-Africa partnership in
food and farming activities, including the use of digitalisation in job creation in rural Africa.
TFRA chairperson, Mr Tom Arnold, will provide an overview about the work of the Task Force and present the proposals and recommendations for
discussion with the participants of the “Fachpodium”.
For more information please see: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/gffa-2019-task-force-rural-africa/
Organiser: Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event
Daily changing program.
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Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

Press Conference Deutscher Bauernbund e.V.
Category
Press dates

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
11:00 - 12:00

Location
Hall 6.3, Press Center, Room B

Contakc: Annekatrin Valverde, tel.: +49 (0)3946-708906, e-mail. bauernbund@t-online.de

34th Meeting of the Advisory Board of Cereal Products
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
11:00 - 13:30

Location
CityCube Berlin

Participation by invitation only.
For more information please click here
Organiser: Federal Institute for Food and Agriculture

Meeting of Breeders of German Saddleback-Pigs
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
14:30 - 17:00

Location
Lindau 3

For more information please see: http://www.g-e-h.de/
Organiser: The Society for the Conservation of Old and Endangered Livestock Breeds (GEH)

Frische Forum Fleisch
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 18, 2019

Time:
16:00 - 18:00

Location
CityCube Berlin, Level 3 - room M8

Time:
18:00 - 22:00

Location
Marshallhaus

Organiser: allgemeine fleischer zeitung, Fleisch Wirtschaft

5th Bio-Reception of the BÖLW
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 18, 2019

Participation by invitation only.
For more information please see: https://www.boelw.de/start/
Organiser: Bund für Ökologische Lebensmittelwirtschaft BÖLW (Organic Food Production Alliance)
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5th Federal Show Sports Ponys
Category
Public Event

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 14:00

Location
Hall 25

Round about 160 stallions are competing at the 5th Federal Stallion Show on the International Green Week 2019.
The show of the sports ponys takes place from January 18th to 20th. Four- to twelve-year old stallions from the breeds German Riding Pony, New
Forest Pony, Connemara Pony and Welsh Pony of the selection A, B and C as well as Welsh Cob are participating. From January 21st to 22nd the
stage is free for four- to twelve-year-old stallions fron the breeds Shetland Pony, German Part-Bred Shetland Pony, German Classic Pony, Dartmoor
Pony, Dülmener, Fell Pony, Highland Pony and Mérens. Participating stallions must be registrated in the relevant stud book of a breeding association.
You can find detailed information about horse breeding at the stand of the German Equestrian Union in hall 25.
Organiser: German Equestrian Union, Federal Association for Equestrian Sport and Horse Breeding

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
5.2 b

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 20

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Daily changing animal shows.

Day of Mecklenburg-West Pomerania
Category
Public Event

Day of Thuringia
Category
Public Event

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
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floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

GFFA 2019 - Global Forum for Food and Agriculture
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
CityCube Berlin

The 11th Global Forum for Food and Agriculture (GFFA) will be held in Berlin from 17th to 19-th January 2019 on the subject "Agriculture Goes Digital
– Smart Solutions for Future Farming”.
The Global Forum for Food and Agriculture (GFFA) is an international conference that focuses on central questions concerning the future of the global
agri-food industry. It gives representatives from the worlds of politics, business, science and civil society an opportunity to share ideas and enhance
understanding on a selected topic of current agricultural policy.
Sign up at: https://www.gffa-berlin.de/en/
Organiser: Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture

Events
08:45 - 18:00
Agriculture Ministers’ Conference
The main events are the Berlin Agriculture Ministers’ Conference hosted by the BMEL, and the International Business Panel Discussion hosted by
GFFA Berlin e.V.
The agriculture ministers will convene in the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy for the Berlin Agriculture Ministers’ Conference (not
public). With almost 90 ministers at the last conference, this is the world’s largest conference of agriculture ministers. A final communiqué
representing the common position of the ministers is incorporated into the ongoing international discourse on agricultural policy.

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event
Daily changing program.
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Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

Countrywomen Forum 2019
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
11:30 - 14:30

Location
CityCube Berlin, Level 3 - room
M1-M3

Conference language: German
Participation by invitation only.
For more information please see: www.landfrauen.info
Organiser: Deutscher LandFrauenverband e.V.

Symposium for the endangered Livestock Breed of the Year 2019 - The Wooly Pig
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
14:30 - 17:30

Location
Lindau 3

For more information please see: http://www.g-e-h.de/
Organiser: The Society for the Conservation of Old and Endangered Livestock Breeds (GEH)

Breeder Night
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 19, 2019

Time:
19:00 - 23:00

Location
Hall 25

Time:
10:00 - 14:00

Location
Hall 25

Organiser: German Equestrian Association

5th Federal Show Sports Ponys
Category
Public Event

Date
January 20, 2019

Round about 160 stallions are competing at the 5th Federal Stallion Show on the International Green Week 2019.
The show of the sports ponys takes place from January 18th to 20th. Four- to twelve-year old stallions from the breeds German Riding Pony, New
Forest Pony, Connemara Pony and Welsh Pony of the selection A, B and C as well as Welsh Cob are participating. From January 21st ot 22nd the
stage is free for four- to twelve-year old stallions from the breeds Shetland Pony, German Part-Bred Shetland Pony, German Classic Pony, Dartmoor
Pony, Dülmener, Fell Pony, Highland Pony and Mérens. Participating stallions must be registrated in the relevant stud book of a breeding association.
You can find detailed information about horse breeding at the stand of the German Equestrian Union in hall 25.
Organiser: German Equestrian Union, Federal Association for Equestrian Sport and Horse Breeding
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Animal Hall
Category
Public Event

Date
January 20, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Date
January 20, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
5.2 b

Date
January 20, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Daily changing animal shows.

Day of Baden-Wuertemberg
Category
Public Event

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event
Daily chaging program.
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Date
January 20, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Brandenburghalle 21a

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 21b

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 23b

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Daily changing animal shows.

Day of Brandenburg
Category
Public Event

Day of Saxonia
Category
Public Event

Day of Saxony-Anhalt
Category
Public Event

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
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There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Marshallhaus

Daily changing program.

Professional Center
Category
Trade Event

Explore our Professional Center at IGW 2019 at the Marshallhaus from 21th to 25th January: central, kompact and exclusive for registered trade visitors
only.
That means: less stress, less distraction, less loss of time. Thus, we correspond to the desire for a professional meeting and discussion platform as a
consistent development of the Retailers´ Day. We invite food retailer from Berlin/Brandenburg and from the neighbouring federal states and additionally
relevant trade visitor groups in cooperation with the Lebensmittelpraxis and DEHOGA to our trade center. Buyers, retailer, caterer and F&B managers
can discover and taste regional features and specialities from German federal states and also from official represented international countries in a direct
way.
Additionally, we offer numerous free services to our trade visitors to enable a completely efficient fair attendance:

Free parking spaces in the ICC car park (depending on availability)
Information and planning tools for a perfect preparation with the IGW Virtual Market Place and the Networking Tool Lounge area at the
Marshallhaus
free WiFi and soft drinks
a trade press counter with trade press booth
For more information please see: http://www.gruenewoche.de/en/VisitorService/TradeVisitor/

Fuels of the Future 2019
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:30

Location
CityCube Berlin

16th International Conference on Renewable Mobility "Fuels of the Future"
Overview of topics
Framework conditions for renewable mobility of the future
The role of biofuels in climate protection and development of renewable mobility. What prospects does EU policy offer for renewable mobility in the
run-up to 2030 and beyond? Renewable mobility in Europe – differing perceptions of political decision-makers and the industry. Perspectives of
automotive
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industry and mineral oil industry.
Biofuels within the context of synthesized fuels
Importance of biofuels from biomass within the Renewable Energy Directive (RED II) as a contribution to fighting climate change in transport. Synthetic
biofuels - how can they support climate protection?
Biofuels established on the market
Biodiesel, bioethanol, vegetable oils: Which market developments should be monitored? What kind of technological optimization can we expect?
Presentation
of results from various research projects examining biodiesel. Emission reduction potential of ethanol-containing petrol fuels. Outlook for trade and
market development and the availability of feedstocks for biofuels.
Electromobility
Future of electromobility: Electric drives in conjunction with internal combustion engines or pure electric drives? What is the state of play in infrastructure
expansion to ensure electromobility can be rolled out across the country?
Biomethane and Power-To-X
Which opportunities and obstacles exist for biofuels produced from biomethane? Which synergies between power-to-gas and biomethane production
can be identified? How has biomethane developed compared with international standards? Comparison of the climate impact of drive systems: Fossil
fuels, bio, PtX or battery.
Alternative biofuels
What prospects exist for biofuel production from carbon recycling? What technical challenges arise in recycling waste into biofuels? Importance of liquid
alternative fuels for climate protection and market development.
Parallel forums
During the two-day conference, market developments, current research results and practical experience with market-tested and new biofuels will be
presented in 13 forums and a panel discussion. This year we are again
expecting over 500 international participants.
For more information please see: https://www.kraftstoffe-der-zukunft.com/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry Association
(BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

Events
10:00 - 13:00
Fuels of the Future - Renewable mobility within the conflict of fighting climate change, rentability and general
acceptance
Chair: Elmar Baumann, Verband der deutschen Biokraftstoffindustrie e.V. (VDB, German Association for Biofuels)
10:00
Biofuels to help fight climate change and renewable mobility
Artur Auernhammer, Member of the German Bundestag, Chairman
of the Board of the German Bioenergy Association, BBE
10:20
Biofuels within the Federal Government´s mobility and fuel strategy
N.N., State Secretary Federal Ministry for Transport and Digital
Infrastructures (BMVI)
10:40
Future of renewable mobility in the context of new fuels and drive trains
tbc, European Parliament
11:00
Renewable Energies and biofuels to help reduce CO2 emissions in road transport
Wolfgang Langhoff, Chairman of the Board, BP Europe SE
12:00
From E-fuel to E-Car - Innovative drive train strategies
Bernhard Mattes, President German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA)
12:20
Discussion
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13:00
Lunch break
Participation Fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/englisch/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

14:00 - 15:30
Fuels of the Future - Panel Discussion: The Future of renewable mobility
Panel discussion: The Future of renewable mobility within the context of diffrent drive train and fuel options
Chair: Sonja van Renssen, energy post
Pekka Pesonen, Generalsekretär, COPA/COGECA
Dr. Ruprecht Brandis, Director External Affairs BP Europe SE
Dr. Klaus Bonhoff, Geschäftsführer NOW GmbH
Jenny Walther-Thoss, Politische Referentin, WWF Deutschland
Stefan Schreiber, Präsident des Verbandes der deutschen Biokraftstoffindustrie e.V.
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/englisch/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

16:15 - 18:30
Fuels of the Future - Biofuels within the context of synthesized fuels
Biofuels within the context of synthesized fuels
Chair: Dieter Bockey, Union zur Förderung von Öl- und Proteinpflanzen e.V. (UFOP)
16:15
Regarding the current level of importance for bio fuels from biomass within the Renewable Energy Directive (RED II) as a contribution to
fighting climate change in transport
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Dr. Franziska Müller-Langer, Deutsches Biomasseforschungszentrum gGmbH (DBFZ, German Research Center for Biomass)
16:35
Fighting climate change in transport - A call for action to reach the target from the perspective of both the German and the European
petroleum industry - "Vision 2050"
Prof. Dr. Christian Küchen, Mineralölwirtschaftsverband e.V. (MWV, German Association of the Petroleum Industry)
16:55
Dena´s lead study for an integrated energy transition - Framework conditions and recommendations to act on the energy transition in
transport
Andreas Kuhlmann, Deutsche-Energie-Agentur (dena, German Energy Agency)
17:15
Synthetic biofuels - how can they support climate protection?
Joß Bracker, Peter Kasten, Institute for Applied Ecology
17:35
Discussion
18:30
End of the first conference day - Evening reception on the fairground of Messe Berlin
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/programm/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

Societal benefits of organic farming
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 21, 2019

Time:
13:00 - 15:00

Location
CityCube Berlin, Level 3 - room R3

Time:
09:00 - 16:30

Location
CityCube Berlin

Organiser: Thünen Institut

Fuels of the Future 2019
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 22, 2019

16th International Conference on Renewable Mobility "Fuels of the Future"
Overview of topics
Framework conditions for renewable mobility of the future
The role of biofuels in climate protection and development of renewable mobility. What prospects does EU policy offer for renewable mobility in the runup to 2030 and beyond? Renewable mobility in Europe – differing perceptions of political decision-makers and the industry. Perspectives of automotive
industry and mineral oil industry.
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Biofuels within the context of synthesized fuels
Importance of biofuels from biomass within the Renewable Energy Directive (RED II) as a contribution to fighting climate change in transport. Synthetic
biofuels - how can they support climate protection?
Biofuels established on the market
Biodiesel, bioethanol, vegetable oils: Which market developments should be monitored? What kind of technological optimization can we expect?
Presentation
of results from various research projects examining biodiesel. Emission reduction potential of ethanol-containing petrol fuels. Outlook for trade and
market development and the availability of feedstocks for biofuels.
Electromobility
Future of electromobility: Electric drives in conjunction with internal combustion engines or pure electric drives? What is the state of play in infrastructure
expansion to ensure electromobility can be rolled out across the country?
Biomethane and Power-To-X
Which opportunities and obstacles exist for biofuels produced from biomethane? Which synergies between power-to-gas and biomethane production
can be identified? How has biomethane developed compared with international standards? Comparison of the climate impact of drive systems: Fossil
fuels, bio, PtX or battery.
Alternative biofuels
What prospects exist for biofuel production from carbon recycling? What technical challenges arise in recycling waste into biofuels? Importance of liquid
alternative fuels for climate protection and market development.
Parallel forums
During the two-day conference, market developments, current research results and practical experience with market-tested and new biofuels will be
presented in 13 forums and a panel discussion. This year we are again
expecting over 500 international participants.
Information about registration and fees can be found here
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry Association
(BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

Events
09:00 - 11:00
Fuels of the Future - Forum 4A Power-To-X
Chair: Dr. Franziska Müller-Langer, German Biomass Research Center (DBFZ)
9:00
Compact Power-to-Liquid technology: insights into current projects
Dr.-Ing. Tim Böltken, INERATEC GmbH
9:20
Hydrogen electrolysis as a key element in PtX pathways - Scenarios for a massive scale-up
Patrick Schmidt, LBST - Ludwig-Bölkow-Systemtechnik GmbH
9:40
Industrial PT-methanol - the succes story of VulcanolTM
Ómar Freyr Sigurbjörnsson, Carbon Recycling International iceland
10:00
Power-to-X: Challenges and Opportunities at the Interface of Energy and Chemistry
Prof. Dr. Walter Leitner, Max-Planck-Institut für Chemische Energiekonversion (Max Planck Institute for Chemical Energy Conversion)
10:20
E-Fuel on the way to commercial production
Gunar Holen, Nordic Blue Crude AS, Norway
10:20
Discussion
11:00
Coffee break
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Participation fee:
The particiapation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/programm/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

09:00 - 11:00
Fuels of the Future - Forum 4B Bioethanol
Chair: Carola Wunderlich, German Bioethanol Industry Association (BDBe)
9:00
High Octane fuels: What E20 will bring to society and the climate
Zoltán Szabó, Ethanol Europe Renewables Ltd.
9:20
Cellulosic ethanol - Providing technologies for 2G ethanol plants
Rahul Dagwar, Praj Industries India
9:40
New enzymes for bioethanol production - New Biotechnologies to Enhance Conversion of Biomass to Sugars
Dr. Alex Brogan, imperial College London
10:00
Decarbonizing the steel production - Turning carbon monoxide into ethanol
Freya Burton, LanzaTech
10:20
Discussion
11:00
Coffee break
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/englisch/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association
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09:00 - 11:00
Fuels of the Future - Forum 4C Biodiesel
Chair: Professor Jürgen Krahl, President of the Ostwestfalen-Lippe University of Applied Sciences,
Chairman of the UFOP Expert Commission ‘Biofuels and renewable resources’
9:00
Biodiesel as part of the solution for mixed fuels in future
Prof. Dr. Thomas Garbe, Volkswagen AG
9:20
The influence of biofuels on emissions - RDE as a useful tool for fuel design
Martin Kortschak, Technologietransferzentrum Automotive der Hochschule Coburg TAC
9:40
Biodiesel aging - oxidizing mechanisms, engine usability and countermeasures
Prof. Dr. Lukas Möltner, MCI Management Center Innsbruck
10:00
Research on aging patterns for various gasoline and diesel fuels in plug-in hybrid vehicles
Anja Singer, Technologietransferzentrum Automotive der Hochschule Coburg (TAC, Technology Transfer Center for Automotive Technology)
10:20
Discussion
11:00
Coffee break
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/englisch/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

09:00 - 11:00
Fuels of the Future - Forum 4D Biomethane within the transport sector in Germany
Chair: Dr Claudius da Costa Gomez, German Biogas Association, FvB
09:00
Biomethane as a fuel - new market potential and incentives from RED II
Horst Seide, Fachverband Biogas e.V. (Professional Association for Biogas)
09:20
Regional resources for regional fuel - possibilities for providing and using bio methane as a future option for existing biogas
installations in Thuringia
Frank Scholwin, Institut für Biogas, Kreislaufwirtschaft & Energie (Institute for biogas, circular economy & energy)
09:40
Fuel protection as a future perspective for biogas installations - Analyzing the potential of and case study on the local production of bio
LNG
Michael Kralemann, 3N Kompetenzzentrum Nachwachsende Rohstoffe e.V. (3N Competence Center for Renewable Resources)
10:00
Reaching a climate-neutral form of waste management through bio methane
Lars Nehrling, Remondis SE & Co. KG
10:20
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Climate friendly mobility with biomethane - Projects and initiatives from North Rhine-Westphalia
Alexander Holle, EnergieAgentur NRW (Energy Agency NRW)
10:40
Discussion
11:00
Coffee break
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/englisch/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

11:30 - 13:30
Fuels of the Future - Forum 5A Alternative biofuels
Chair: Professor Thomas Willner, University of Applied Sciences Hamburg
11:30
Strategies for overcoming the main barriers to the succesful market roll-out of advanced fuels - Approaches of the "AdvanceFuel"Project
Kirstin Sternberg, Fachagentur Nachwachsende Rohstoffe e.V. (FNR, Professional Agency Renewable Resources)
11:50
The opportunities of Advanced Biofuels - The urgent need to scale up for decarbonization of transport
Marko Janhunen, UPM Biofuels
12:10
Advanced bio-based and recycled carbon fuels - will there be a demand, and can the deliver?
Sabine Ziem-Milojevic, E4Tech
12:30
Which impact do advanced fuels have on applications? Fit for purpose testing can deliver the answer
Dr. Klaus Lucka, TEC4FUELS GmbH
12:50
Advanced and bio fuels - Contributing to the energy transition by decarbonizing industry and the transport business: an industrial
perspective and our own developments
Dr. Armin Günther, Air Liquide Global E&C Solutions Germany GmbH
13:10
Discussion
13:30
Lunch break
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
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The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/englisch/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

11:30 - 13:30
Fuels of the Future - Forum 5B Biofuels for aviation and shipping
Chair: Lars Schulze-Beusingsen, EnergyAgency.NRW
11:30
Biofuels for aviation - essential to reduce carbon emissions from commercial aviation?
Jeffrey Skeer, International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)
11:50
Options to produce fuels based on electric power in Germany for sustainable air traffic in the future
Dr.-Ing. Ralph-Uwe Dietrich, German Aerospace Center DLR
12:10
MY Renewable Jet Fuel - Options for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in aviation
Henrik Erämetsä, Neste
12:30
Biofuels for the marine shipping sector - Fuel Technologies, infrastructure and regulations
Prof. Claus Felby, University of Copenhagen
12:50
Roadmap Sustainable Biofuel for Shipping
Loes Knotter, Dutch Platform Sustainable Biofuels
13:10
Discussion
13:30
Lunch break
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/englisch/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

11:30 - 13:30
Fuels of the Future - Forum 5C New drive train and mobility concepts
Chair: Johannes Daum, NOW GmbH
11:30
Following the expansion of the charging installations for e-vehicles to reach a comprehensive and needs-based infrastructure in a
model approach
Waldemar Brost, ISB RWTH Aachen
11:50
Enablers and barriers of integrated urban mobility concepts
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Paul Fenton, City of Stockholm
12:10
New drive-trains within public commuter transportation: RVK´s fleet of fuel cell-hybrid busses
Jens Conrad, Regionalverkehr Köln GmbH (RVK)
12:30
Biorefining at the center of the long-term energy and transportation matrix
Carlos Ocampo, Novozymes A/S
12:50
Fuel mix in heavy load traffic
Matthias Spöttle, Ecofys - A Navigant Company
13:10
Discussion
13:30
Lunch break
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/englisch/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

11:30 - 13:30
Fuels of the Future - Forum 5D Biomethane in the transport sector – an international perspective
Chair: Alexey Mozgovoy, German Biogas Association
11:30
Biomethane in the European transportation sector: regulations and prospects
Andrea Gerini, Natural & bio Gas Vehicle Association (NGVA Europe)
11:50
Bio methane in the fuel industry - Hands-on experience and market outlook in light of RED II
Zoltan Elek, Landwärme GmbH
12:10
Green logistics as a driver for bioCNG deployment
John Baldwin, CNG Fuels
12:30
Doing biomethane - Scandinavian experience
Mattias Svensson, Sheepbrook Consulting
12:50
LBG from industrial biowaste: plant implementation and fuel utilization
Jörgen Eilertsson, Scandinavian Biogas
13:10
Discussion
13:30
Lunch break
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)
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690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/programm/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

14:30 - 16:30
Fuels of the Future - Forum 6A Biofuel trading
Chair: Frank Brühning, German Biofuel Industry Assiciation (VDB)
14:30
EU anti-dumping duties on US ethanol since 2013 - effects of the regulation for European producers and outlook
Andreas Guth, ePURE
14:50
European biodiesel: The ups and downs of supply and demand - The European biodiesel market acclimatizes to ex-EU supply and rising
domestic mandates
John Houghton-Brown, Argus Media
15:10
What drives prices and consumption of biofuels in Europe?
Tim Worledge, EnergyCensus Price Reporting Agency
15:30
Global sugar, grain and oilseed trading operations - Outlook 2019
Claus Keller, F.O. Licht
15:50
Discussion
16:30
End of the conference
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/programm/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association
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14:30 - 16:30
Fuels of the Future - Forum 6B Biofuels from waste and residues
Chair: Detlef Evers, Mittelstandsverband abfallbasierter Kraftstoffe e.V. (MVaK)
14:30
The Renewable Energy Directive (RED II) - A new perspective for biofuels from waste and residues
Fabien Hillaired, Greenea, France
14:50
Every drop counts - Collecting and utilizing old cooking oil from German households
Hubert Zenk, Altfettentsorgung und -recycling Lesch GmbH & Co. KG (Waste grease disposal and recycling Lesch GmbH & Co. KG)
15:10
How UCOME and TME became a big part of the US energy mix
Bruce Ross, National Renderers Association, USA
15:30
China and India - Chances, Challenges and Perspectives
Michael Fiedler-Panajotopoulus, EWABA/RED
15:50
Discussion
16:30
End of the conference
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/programm/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

14:30 - 16:30
Fuels of the Future - Forum 6C Biofuels in agriculture and forestry
Chair: Prof. Dr. Peter Pickel, John Deere GmbH & Co. KG
14:30
Greenhouse gas emissions and the energy balance of rapeseed-based fuel: How it is influenced by the balancing method and the data
basis within the context of the amended Renewable Energy Directive
Dr.-Ing. Daniela Dressler, Dr. Edgar Remmele, Technologie- und Förderzentrum Straubing (TFZ, Technology and Support Centre)
14:50
Operating a forestry harvester with rapeseed-based fuel - Experience and emissions from real-life operations
Sebastian Mautner; Dr.-Ing. Peter Emberg; Dr. Edgar Remmele, Technologie- und Förderzentrum Straubing (TFZ, Technology and Support
Centre)
15:10
Sustainable power on the field - Experience and rentability assessment of tractors retrofitted for vegetable oil
Jürgen Pfänder, farmer
15:30
Sustainable power on the field - First experience and rentability assessment of a bio methane tractor and an own bio methane station on
the farm
Winfreid Vees, Ceres Award Energielandwirt des Jahres 2016 (Energy farmer of the year 2016)
15:50
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Discussion
16:30
End of the conference
Participation fee:
The participation fee for the conference "Fuels of the future 2019 (including food and drinks during the conference days, lunch buffet and evening
reception)

690,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration until 30th of November 2018
890,- EUR (+19% Mwst) registration from 1st of December 2018
490,- EUR (+19% Mwst) for members of the organizers
190,- EUR (+19% Mwst) student (student identity card necessary)
Press: free (Press card necessary)
The number of participants is limited. Vaild is the order of registration.
Please note that you can only participate when the full fee has been paid.
For more information please see: https://www.fuels-of-the-future.com/programm/
Organizers: Federal Bioenergy Association (BBE), Union for the Promotion of Oil and Protein Plants (UFOP), German Bioethanol Industry
Association (BDBe), Association of the German Biofuel Industry (VDB) and the German Biogas Association

Event about micro plastic
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 22, 2019

Time:
09:00 - 17:00

Location
to be announced

Time:
10:00 - 14:00

Location
Hall 25

Organiser: Bundesinstitut für Risikobewertung
Participation by invitation only.

5th Federal Show Robust Ponys
Category
Public Event

Date
January 22, 2019

Round about 160 stallions are competing at the 5th Federal Stallion Show on the international green week 2019.
The show of the sports ponys takes place from January 18th to 20th. Four- to twelve-year old stallions from the breeds German Riding Pony, New
Forest Pony, Connemara Pony and Welsh Pony of the selection A, B and C as well as Welsh Cob are participating. From January 21st to 22nd the
stage is free for four- to twelve-year old stallions from the breeds Shetland Pony, German Part-Bred Shetland Pony, German Classic Pony, Dartmoor
Pony, Dülmener, Fell Pony, Highland Pony and Mérens. Participating stallions must be registrated in the relevant stud book of a breeding association.
You can find detailed information about horse breeding at the stand of the German Equestrian Union in hall 25.
Organiser: German Equestrian Union, Federal Association for Equestrian Sport and Horse Breeding

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event
Daily changing animal shows.
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Date
January 22, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Date
January 22, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event

Date
January 22, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

Date
January 22, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Marshallhaus

Daily changing program.

Professional Center
Category
Trade Event

Explore our Professional Center at IGW 2019 at the Marshallhaus from 21th to 25th January: central, kompact and exclusive for registered trade visitors
only.
That means: less stress, less distraction, less loss of time. Thus, we correspond to the desire for a professional meeting and discussion platform as a
consistent development of the Retailers´ Day. We invite food retailer from Berlin/Brandenburg and from the neighbouring federal states and additionally
relevant trade visitor groups in cooperation with the Lebensmittelpraxis and DEHOGA to our trade center. Buyers, retailer, caterer and F&B managers
can discover and taste regional features and specialities from German federal states and also from official represented international countries in a direct
way.
Additionally, we offer numerous free services to our trade visitors to enable a completely efficient fair attendance:
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Free parking spaces in the ICC car park (depending on availability)
Information and planning tools for a perfect preparation with the IGW Virtual Market Place and the Networking Tool Lounge area at the
Marshallhaus
free WiFi and soft drinks
a trade press counter with trade press booth
For more information please see: http://www.gruenewoche.de/en/VisitorService/TradeVisitor/

Press Conference Bundestierärztekammer
Category
Press dates

Date
January 22, 2019

Time:
11:00 - 13:00

Location
Hall 6.3, Press Center, Room B

Time:
14:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Contact: tel: +49 (0) 30 201 43 38 70, e-mail: klube@btkberlin.de

Polo-Tournament
Category
Public Event

Date
January 22, 2019

This year, visitors of the Green Week will be able to enjoy a fast-paced polo tournament, featuring galloping horses, flying sticks and cheering
spectators. The three-day ARENA Polo Masters event is a professionally umpired official polo tournament which will be contested under German Polo
Association rules. Between four and six polo teams of two players each will take part. Each game consists of four 6 ½-minute chukkas (playing periods),
with two to three games held on each day. On January 23rd, at a festive ceremony following the final, a cup will be presented to the winning team,
which will include not only the team players but the best competing pony as well. During the intervals between games spectators will be able to visit the
horses in their stables, where they can get a glimpse of the grooms preparing the horses as well as information about their maintenance and the game
of polo too.
Organiser: German Polo Association

Workshop "Communication and knowlegde transfer"
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 23, 2019

Time:
09:00 - 15:00

Location
CityCube Berlin, Level 3 - room
R13

Time:
10:00 - 13:00

Location
Hall 25

Organiser: Bundesinstitut für Risikobewertung
Participation by invitation only.

Polo-Tournament
Category
Public Event

Date
January 23, 2019

This year, visitors of the Green Week will be able to enjoy a fast-paced polo tournament, featuring galloping horses, flying sticks and cheering
spectators. The three-day ARENA Polo masters event is a professionally umpired polo tournament which will be contested unter German Association
Rules. Between four and six polo teams of two players each will take part. Each game consistes of four 6,5-minute chukkas (playing periods), with two
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to three games held on each day. On January 23rd, at a festive ceremony following the final, a cup will be presented to the winning team, which will
include not only the team players but the best competing pony as well. During the intervals between games spectators will be able to visit the horses in
their stables, where they can get a glimpse of the grooms preparing the horses as well as their maintenance and the game of polo too.
Organiser: German Polo Association

12th Future Forum Rual Development 2019
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 23, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
CityCube Berlin

Separate registration and information on the participation fee can be found here.
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/
Organiser: Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture

Events
13:30 - 15:30
No. 1: Citizens create their future
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1330-bis-1530-uhr/nr-1/

13:30 - 15:30
No. 2: Achieving more together
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1330-bis-1530-uhr/nr-2/

13:30 - 15:30
No. 3: Learning for the future
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1330-bis-1530-uhr/nr-3/

13:30 - 15:30
No. 4: The village in a digital world
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1330-bis-1530-uhr/nr-4/
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13:30 - 15:30
No. 5: Green Care: Partnerships for social innovation
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1330-bis-1530-uhr/nr-5/

13:30 - 15:30
No. 6: Strong area - strong economy
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1330-bis-1530-uhr/nr-6/

13:30 - 15:30
No. 7: Farmers need insects - Do insects need farmers?!
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1330-bis-1530-uhr/nr-7/

13:30 - 15:30
No. 8: Rural areas
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1330-bis-1530-uhr/nr-8/

16:00 - 18:00
No. 10: Education as a factor for development in rural areas
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1600-bis-1800-uhr/nr-10/

16:00 - 18:00
No. 11: Viel bewegt mit Land(auf)Schwung. Wie geht’s weiter?
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1600-bis-1800-uhr/nr-11/

16:00 - 18:00
No. 12: Sustainable Village - Digitisation
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1600-bis-1800-uhr/nr-12/
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16:00 - 18:00
No. 13: Youth Participation
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1600-bis-1800-uhr/nr-13/

16:00 - 18:00
No. 14: Stakeholders in interaction for social places
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1600-bis-1800-uhr/nr-14/

16:00 - 18:00
No. 15: Support of democratic commitment in rural areas
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1600-bis-1800-uhr/nr-15/

16:00 - 18:00
No. 16: Volunteering and digitisation for innovative development
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1600-bis-1800-uhr/nr-16/

16:00 - 18:00
No. 9: Progress for rural areas
For more information please see: https://www.zukunftsforum-laendliche-entwicklung.de/12-zukunftsforum-2019/fachforen-2019/mittwoch-23januar-2019-1600-bis-1800-uhr/nr-9/

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event
Daily changing animal shows.

Flower Hall
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Date
January 23, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Category
Public Event

Date
January 23, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

IGW-Startup-Days 2019
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 23, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Marshallhaus

On these two days everything in the Professional Center of International Green Week revolves around Startups. With the IGW Startup Days, Messe
Berlin gives young companies from the food industry the chance to come into contact with important decision-makers from the food-retailing business,
as well as other experts and key influencers: 20 selected founders introduce their business ideas and products in pitch sessions, competing in front of
the jury and will also present their products/services in a special exhibition area. Food experts, funding/support specialists and other important food
industry partners deliver exciting keynotes and reveal what’s currently driving the industry. Admission to the Professional Center is only available to
trade visitors of International Green Week.
For more information please see: https://www.gruenewoche.de/en/VisitorServices/TradeVisitors/Start-Ups/

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event
Daily changing program.
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Date
January 23, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

Professional Center
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 23, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Marshallhaus

Explore our Professional Center at IGW 2019 at the Marshallhaus from 21th to 25th January: central, kompact and exclusive for registered trade visitors
only.
That means: less stress, less distraction, less loss of time. Thus, we correspond to the desire for a professional meeting and discussion platform as a
consistent development of the Retailers´ Day. We invite food retailer from Berlin/Brandenburg and from the neighbouring federal states and additionally
relevant trade visitor groups in cooperation with the Lebensmittelpraxis and DEHOGA to our trade center. Buyers, retailer, caterer and F&B managers
can discover and taste regional features and specialities from German federal states and also from official represented international countries in a direct
way.
Additionally, we offer numerous free services to our trade visitors to enable a completely efficient fair attendance:

Free parking spaces in the ICC car park (depending on availability)
Information and planning tools for a perfect preparation with the IGW Virtual Market Place and the Networking Tool Lounge area at the
Marshallhaus
free WiFi and soft drinks
a trade press counter with trade press booth
For more information please see: http://www.gruenewoche.de/en/VisitorService/TradeVisitor/

i.m.a. Student Press Conference at the ErlebnisBauernhof
Category
Press dates

Date
January 23, 2019

Time:
11:00 - 12:00

Location
ErlebnisBauernhof, Hall 3.2

Time:
17:30 - 20:00

Location
Hall 7.3, room Berlin

Contact: e‐mail: presse@ima‐agrar.de

Future Workshop 2019
Category
Public Event

Date
January 23, 2019

For more information please see: https://www.niedersachseninberlin.de/zukunftswerkstatt/
Organiser: Marketing Cooperation Lower-Saxony

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event
Daily changing animal shows.
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Date
January 24, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Date
January 24, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

HIPPOLOGICA - The equestrian event of the International Green Week
Category
Public Event

Date
January 24, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

From January 24th to 27th our HIPPOLOGICA takes place during the International Green Week 2019. The traditional equestrian event is the biggest
indoor sports event of the capital city. On four days, horse lovers can gaze at top-class performances from our daily changing program. In addition,
visitors can learn about horse health and training from experts.
For more information please see: https://www.hippologica.de/en/

IGW-Startup-Days 2019
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 24, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Marshallhaus

On these two days everything in the Professional Center of International Green Week revolves around Startups. With the IGW Startup Days, Messe
Berlin gives young companies from the food industry the chance to come into contact with important decision-makers from the food-retailing business,
as well as other experts and key influencers: 20 selected founders introduce their business ideas and products in pitch sessions, competing in front of
the jury and will also present their products/services in a special exhibition area. Food experts, funding/support specialists and other important food
industry partners deliver exciting keynotes and reveal what’s currently driving the industry. Admission to the Professional Center is only available to
trade visitors of International Green Week.
For more information about our Startup-Days please see: https://www.gruenewoche.de/FuerBesucher/Fachbesucher/Start-Ups/
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Pets Arena
Category
Public Event

Date
January 24, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

Date
January 24, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Marshallhaus

Daily changing program.

Professional Center
Category
Trade Event

Explore our Professional Center at IGW 2019 at the Marshallhaus from 21th to 25th January: central, kompact and exclusive for registered trade visitors
only.
That means: less stress, less distraction, less loss of time. Thus, we correspond to the desire for a professional meeting and discussion platform as a
consistent development of the Retailers´ Day. We invite food retailer from Berlin/Brandenburg and from the neighbouring federal states and additionally
relevant trade visitor groups in cooperation with the Lebensmittelpraxis and DEHOGA to our trade center. Buyers, retailer, caterer and F&B managers
can discover and taste regional features and specialities from German federal states and also from official represented international countries in a direct
way.
Additionally, we offer numerous free services to our trade visitors to enable a completely efficient fair attendance:

Free parking spaces in the ICC car park (depending on availability)
Information and planning tools for a perfect preparation with the IGW Virtual Market Place and the Networking Tool Lounge area at the
Marshallhaus
free WiFi and soft drinks
a trade press counter with trade press booth
For more information please see: http://www.gruenewoche.de/en/VisitorService/TradeVisitor/

Forum: EU Food Policy - For strong Consumer Laws

Category
Trade Event

Date
January 24, 2019

Organiser: Federation of German Consumer Organisations
Participation by invitation only.
For more information please see: http://en.vzbv.de/
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Time:
17:00 - 19:00

Location
CityCube Berlin, Level 3 - room
M1-M3

Professional Center
Category
Trade Event

Date
January 25, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Marshallhaus

Explore our Professional Center at IGW 2019 at the Marshallhaus from 21th to 25th January: central, kompact and exclusive for registered trade visitors
only.
That means: less stress, less distraction, less loss of time. Thus, we correspond to the desire for a professional meeting and discussion platform as a
consistent development of the Retailers´ Day. We invite food retailer from Berlin/Brandenburg and from the neighbouring federal states and additionally
relevant trade visitor groups in cooperation with the Lebensmittelpraxis and DEHOGA to our trade center. Buyers, retailer, caterer and F&B managers
can discover and taste regional features and specialities from German federal states and also from official represented international countries in a direct
way.
Additionally, we offer numerous free services to our trade visitors to enable a completely efficient fair attendance:

Free parking spaces in the ICC car park (depending on availability)
Information and planning tools for a perfect preparation with the IGW Virtual Market Place and the Networking Tool Lounge area at the
Marshallhaus
free WiFi and soft drinks
a trade press counter with trade press booth
For more information please see: http://www.gruenewoche.de/en/VisitorService/TradeVisitor/

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event

Date
January 25, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 20:00

Location
Hall 25

Date
January 25, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 20:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Daily changing animal shows.

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
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Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

HIPPOLOGICA - The equestrian event of the International Green Week
Category
Public Event

Date
January 25, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 20:00

Location
Hall 25

From January 24th to 27th our HIPPOLOGICA takes place during the International Green Week 2019. The tradtitional equestrian event is the biggest
indoor sports event of the capital city. On four days, horse lovers can gaze at top-class performances from our daily changing program. In addition,
visitors can learn about horse health and training from experts.
For more information please see: https://www.hippologica.de/en/

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event

Date
January 25, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 20:00

Location
Hall 26

Date
January 26, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Date
January 26, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Daily changing program.

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event
Daily changing animal shows.

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
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different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

HIPPOLOGICA - The equestrian event of the International Green Week
Category
Public Event

Date
January 26, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

From January 24th to 27th our HIPPOLOGICA takes place during the International Green Week 2019. The traditional equestrian event is the biggest
indoor sports event of the capital city. On four days, horse lovers can gaze at the top-class performances from our daily changing program. In addition,
visitors can learn about horse health and training from experts.
For more information please see: https://www.hippologica.de/en/

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event

Date
January 26, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

Date
January 27, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

Date
January 27, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Exhibition Grounds, Halle 9

Daily changing program.

Animal Hall
Category
Public Event
Daily changing animal shows.

Flower Hall
Category
Public Event

Blooming City: Urban scenery in bloom in January
Landgard and “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” add decorative and creative diversity to the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin
2019
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When the predominant colour in Berlin in January is a wintery grey, Landgard and the initiative “Flowers – 1000 good reasons” will be focussing on the
floral attractions of a vibrant capital city.
From 18 to 27 January Hall 9. the Floral Hall at the International Green Week Berlin 2019, will be using flowers and blossoms to transform many
different urban settings. Under the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, for ten days visitors to the Green Week will be captivated by
this floral diversity and its aesthetic attractions, along with activities by opinion-formers, and the chance to win prizes in various competitions. Landgard,
one of Europe’s largest cooperative marketing organisations for plants and flowers, fruit and vegetables, is responsible for designing the Floral Hall at
the IGW 2018.
Hall 9 will again present the miracle of flowers
There are other aspects to the slogan “Blooming City: colourful – creative – natural“, that have a particular social relevance to the efforts intended to
make our cities greener. Whereas urban gardening represents small-scale implementation at an individual level, modern urban planning is basically
concerned with the appearance of the cities in which we will be living in the future. In order to accommodate all the attractive displays of horticulture and
urban planning, the Floral Hall is returning to Hall 9, its home for many decades until 2015. It offers 7,500 square metres of exhibition space, where
urban scenery can be recreated using over 60,000 flowers and more than 30,000 re-usable pallets. Having met with a positive response, 2019 will
feature even more workshops where, for a small charge, visitors can join in and create modern pieces of work under professional supervision, which
they can then take home with them. The direct sale of flowers and plants to visitors in the hall is another new feature in 2019.

HIPPOLOGICA - The equestrian event of the International Green Week
Category
Public Event

Date
January 27, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 25

From January 24th to 27th our HIPPOLOGICA takes place during the International Green Week 2019. The traditional equestrian event is the biggest
indoor sports event of the capital city. On four days, horse lovers can gaze at the top-class performances from our daily changing program. In addition,
visitors can learn about horse health and training from experts.

Pets Arena
Category
Public Event
Daily changing program.
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Date
January 27, 2019

Time:
10:00 - 18:00

Location
Hall 26

